As most of you are aware, like many other manufacturers in this industry, Bowser experienced the closing of our manufacturing facility. With new facilities now in place, we are working diligently to get production back on track.

This has been a long and expensive process, but we have turned a corner. Products are beginning to flow. We expect 2020 to be a great year with many long-awaited projects seeing completion, we appreciate the patience our customers have shown.

We have also introduced 3D printed parts, car load accessories as well as sound upgrade kits in our English’s Model RR brand. These have proven to be very popular and allow us to create details that would not have been made possible using previous production or tooling methods. Keep watching our newsletters for additions to that line of products.

We do not have a specific production schedule at this time however below is a summary of what is expected to arrive this year.

**Loco projects expected to arrive in early 2020:**
- HO 100 Ton Hopper Cars
- HO Spine Cars 5 Unit Sets
- HO ALCo Century C-628, C-630
- HO GMD SD-402f Locomotive

**Loco projects expected to arrive in late 2020:**
- HO GMD SD40-2 Locomotive
- HO ALCo C-630M Locomotives
- HO MLW M630 Locomotives
- HO F Unit Locomotives

**Loco projects expected to arrive in early 2021:**
- HO Baldwin AS16, AS616
- HO Baldwin AS416 and DRS 4-4-1500
- HO U25b Locomotives
- HO Baldwin VO660

**HO ALCo RS-3 Locomotives**
Special Delivery - we will stop production on any other loco as soon as this loco is ready. Do not have any date at this time.

Finishing touches are being done on the molds. Still have a coupler small parts to make and the cab glass.

**Freight Cars expected to arrive early and mid 2020**
- HO 70 T 14 Panel Hopper Cars
- HO N5 Caboose
- N Scale N5C Caboose
- N Scale N5 Caboose
- HO N5C Caboose
- HO N8 Caboose

**Freight Cars expected to arrive late 2020**
- HO 70 Ton Wood Chip Hopper Cars
- HO GLa 2 Bay Hopper Cars
- HO 100 Ton Hopper Cars
- HO 40 Foot Box Cars
- HO GS Gondola Cars
- HO Flat Cars